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Thinking about equity in
 transportation finance 
Type of Equity 






in each jurisdiction 
matches revenue 






Spending in each 
jurisdiction produces 







Each group receives 
transportation 
spending/benefits in 
proportion to taxes 
paid 














The prices/taxes paid by 
individuals for 
transportation should 
be proportional to the 
costs imposed 
Transportation spending 
per person is equal 
Transportation spending 
equalizes individual 
levels of access or 
mobility 
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Traditional revenue sources – like motor
 fuels taxes – are running out of gas 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The widening divide: 
Vehicle travel and fuel tax rates 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Location of the SR 91 Express Lanes 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SR 91 Express Lanes 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tolls    
Average gain/
loss per family 
per year 
Lowest $7,126 $3,353,241 ~ $0 – $3,353,242 – $66.60 
Low-mid $22,221 $1,789,375 $3,906,577 + $2,117,202 + $36.72 
Middle $40,902 $3,977,632 $7,345,369 + $3,367,737 + $42.47 
Mid-high $67,427 $10,798,820 $12,731,744 + $1,932,924 + $14.60 
Highest $180,830 $14,080,930 $10,006,040 – $4,074,890 – $27. 46 
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How would the switch to sales taxes
 affect particular households? 
Married household -- Upper-middle income (8th decile) 
N = 154,070 
Heavy Peak User Moderate Peak User Light Peak User Non SR 91 User 
Gain/loss % of Inc Gain/loss % of Inc Gain/loss % of Inc Gain/loss % of Inc 
$671.00 1.1% $275.00 0.5% $23.00 0.0% -$49.00 -0.1% 
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How would the switch to sales taxes
 affect particular households? 
Female-headed household -- Lower-middle income (3rd decile) 
N = 20,859 
Heavy Off-peak User Moderate Off-pk User Light Off-peak User Non SR 91 User 
Gain/loss % of Inc Gain/loss % of Inc Gain/loss % of Inc Gain/loss % of Inc 
$353.00 2.8% $155.00 1.2% $15.00 0.1% -$19.00 -0.2% 
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Type of Equity 







Congestion Toll:  High if 
expenditures are targeted to 
where they are collected 
Sales Taxes:  High if 
expenditures are targeted to 
where they are collected 
Congestion Toll:  High if revenues 
are used to improve 
transportation service in 
jurisdiction where they are 
collected 
Sales Taxes:  Moderate because 
revenues collected from all 
consumers are likely to 
improve service for travelers 
where taxes are collected 
Congestion Toll:  Low unless 
expenditures targeted to 
areas with low levels of 
mobility 
Sales Taxes:  Low unless 
expenditures are targeted to 







Congestion Toll:  High if revenues 
are targeted to groups in 
rough proportion to their 
collection 
Sales Taxes:  Low because light-
users of transportation 
systems are almost certain 
to cross-subsidize heavy 
transportation system users 
Congestion Toll:  High if the 
revenues are spent to 
improve transportation 
services for groups from 
whom the tolls are collected. 
Sales Taxes:  Moderate if the 
revenues collected from all 
consumers are used to 
improve transportation 
services for the groups from 
whom taxes are collected 
Congestion Toll:  Low unless 
expenditures are targeted to 
groups with low levels of 
mobility 
Sales Taxes:  Low unless 
expenditures are targeted to 







Congestion Tolls:  High if 
revenues are targeted to 
improve facilities, 
communities occupied by 
toll payers 
Sales Taxes:  Low because tax 
payments unrelated to 
transportation system cost 
imposed or benefits 
received 
Congestion Toll:  Moderate 
because transportation toll 
revenues are likely to 
indirectly benefit individual 
travelers 
 Sales Taxes:  Low because 
transportation expenditures 
are unlikely to be returned to 
taxpayers in proportion to 
payments 
Congestion Toll:  Low unless 
expenditures are targeted to 
individuals with low levels of 
mobility 
Sales Taxes:  Low unless 
expenditures are targeted to 
individuals with low levels of 
mobility 
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Asymmetric income categories 
 used in this analysis 
Distribution of Orange County Households  
by Income Category 
Income Category OC Population Percent 
Lowest 250,895 23% 
Low-Mid 141,032 13% 
Middle 247,333 23% 
Mid-High 229,912 21% 
Highest 218,742 20% 
Total 1,087,914 100% 
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All else is not equal 
•  One of the most popular new revenue
 sources (transportation sales taxes) is also
 one of the most regressive 
– Regressive with respect to income for all but the
 highest income class (because poor people
 spend a larger share of their income on
 purchases subject to the sales tax) 
– Regressive with respect to transportation benefits
 received from new capacity (because poor
 people tend to drive less) 
